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Abstract 
Ding, G., Disjoint circuits on a Klein bottle and a theorem on posets, Discrete Mathematics 112 
(1993) 81-91. 
In this paper, we consider the problem of packing disjoint directed circuits in a digraph drawn on the 
Klein bottle or on the torus. We formulate a problem on posets which unifies all the problems 
considered by Ding et al. and by Seymour. Then we generalize all the results of their two papers by 
proving a theorem on our special posets. 
1. Introduction 
Let C be a connected compact surface. By a cuwe (or a closed curve respectively) in 
C we mean a continuous function 4 : [0, 11-C (or 4 : S-1 respectively, where S is the 
circle { eXi: 0 d x d 27~)). Curves and closed curves are oriented in the natural way. We 
denote the domain and the image of 4 by dam(4) and 6 respectively. Let G be 
a digraph drawn on C. We will not make distinction between G and its drawing. Thus 
a directed path (or a directed circuit respectively) of G can also be viewed as a curve 
(or a closed curve respectively) in C. 
A function c: C+Z is called a shijii of C if there exists a continuous function 
@: C x [0, l] -+C such that: 
(i) @(x,0)=x, @(x, 1)=0(x) for all XEC; and 
(ii) @(. , t) is a homeomorphism of C for every t~[0, I]. 
We consider the following problem: given a surface C, a digraph G drawn on C and 
a collection of pairwise disjoint closed curves $r,. . . , & in C, when do there exist 
pairwise vertex disjoint directed circuits C1 , . . . , Ck of G such that there exists a shift 
c of C with o(C,)=q5,,...,a(C,)=# k? If there exists such a shift, then we say 
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Ir.. ., C,) is homotopic to (41, . . . . &) simultaneously in C, and we write 
i ,..., C,)-(4, ,..., &). While k= 1, we simply say that C, is homotopic to ~$i in 
C and we write C1-4i. 
This problem has been solved in [3] except for the case when C\ii is a cylinder. It 
is clear that the last implies that C is either the torus or the Klein bottle. The torus case 
was solved, among some other problems, in [4], and the last case, the Klein bottle 
case, was solved in Cl]. The results, as well as the proofs, in the last two isolated cases 
are very similar. It was asked in [4] if there is a common generalization, and that 
motivates of our research. In this paper, we will formulate a problem on a ‘special’ 
posets which unifies the torus and the Klein bottle problem. We generalize all the 
results in [l, 41 by proving a theorem on our special posets. 
We will first analyze the Klein bottle problem in Section 2. This may help the reader 
to understand our poset problem. Then, in Section 3, we will formulate and prove the 
poset theorem, which is the main theorem of this paper. With this theorem on posets, 
we will show how to derive the Klein bottle result in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, 
we will discuss some other the applications of this poset theorem. 
2. The problem on the Klein bottle 
Let C be the Klein bottle obtained from the cylinder ((x, y, z): x2 +y2 = 1, O<z < l} 
by making the identifications (x, y, 0) =(-x, y, 1). Let (3 : S-R3 be the closed curve 
given by Q( e”‘) = (cos x, sin x, 0). Suppose 8i and Q2 are disjoint simple closed curves in 
C with 9 1 -02 - 0. We define C(0i, 0,) to be the component of Z\(a,ue,) such that 
8, +C(Bi, t?,)+$, is the direction of increasing z. We also define p(Q1, O,)= 1 if 8i - e2 
inC(B,,8,)ue1u82,andp(B,,8,)=-1ifotherwise.Itisclearthatp(8,,8,)=1ifand 
only if p(e,,e,)= - 1. 
Let G be a digraph drawn on the Klein bottle C. We call a directed circuit C of G is 
a hoop if C-8 in C. Let O={ei,..., e,} be a collection of pairwise disjoint simple 
closed curves in C such that 8 1 - ... - Ok - 8. Then the Klein bottle problem is to 
characterize when there exist pairwise vertex disjoint hoops Ci,. ., Ck such that 
(Ci,...,C+(e,,..., 0,). It is not difficult to see that the homotopy of the ordered 
k-tuple (e,,..., 0,) is completely determined by the numbers p(8i, ej) (i#j). This 
observation leads to the following definition. 
Suppose p = pi,. . , pk is a sequence of integers. Then for allj = 1,. . , k, the sequences 
I*j,Pj+l,..., ~~,(-~L1),(-~L2),...,(-~j-l) 
and 
are called odd rotations of ,u. Clearly the relation ‘is an odd rotation of’ is an 
equivalence relation. We denote the equivalence class of p by (p). Let 0 be as above 
and let 
e,+e,+...+e, 
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be the direction of increasing z. We define (,uI, . . . , pk) to be the signature of 0, where 
~1=1and~i=p(B,_,,~i)~Li_lforalli=2,3,...,k.Weobservethat(~)dependsonly 
on 0. 
Now we can restate the Klein bottle problem as: when does there exist a collection 
of vertex-disjoint hoops with a given signature? 
There is another way to look at this problem which leads to our poset problem. Let 
C’= { (x, Y, z): x2 +y2 = l} and let G’=o-r(G), where the surjection c: C’+C is given 
bya(x,y,z)=((-l)t’] x, y, z - [z]), where as usual, [z] is the largest integer not larger 
than z. Intuitively speaking, C’ and G’ are obtained by ‘unrolling’ C and G. Clearly, it 
still make sense to talk about ‘hoop’ C of G’. We define p(C)= 1 if C- 0 in C’ and 
,u(C) = - 1 if otherwise. Then it still makes sense to talk about the ‘signature’ of a set of 
vertex-disjoint hoops because we may always assume that these hoops are linearly 
ordered in the natural way. To be more precise, let C be a hoop of G’ and let C; be the 
component of C’\ C with (0, 1, - co)~C;. We say X s V(G’) is below C if X s Z; UC. 
A hoop C’ of G’ is below C if V( C’) is below C. Suppose %? = { C1 , . . . , C,} is a set of 
vertex-disjoint hoops with Ci below Cj for all i <j. Then we define the signature of %? to 
be the sequence p(C,),...,~(c~). 
Suppose p=pr, . . ,pLk is a sequence of f: l’s and suppose p’ is the sequence 
pl,...,pk, -pl. 
It is clear that there exists a set of vertex-disjoint hoops of G in C with signature (11) if 
and only if there exists a set of vertex-disjoint hoops Cl,..., Ck, Ck+ 1 of G’ with 
signature ,u’ and with Ck + 1 below a(C,), where c(: C’+C’ is defined by 
~(x,YJ)=(--x,y,z+ 1). 
Therefore the original Klein bottle problem is translated to a similar problem on C’. 
The disadvantage of this transformation is that now we have to deal with an infinite 
object. But the advantage of this transformation is that we break the circular structure 
to make it a linear one, and this ‘linearality’ enable us to formulate our poset problem, 
which generalizes all the problems considered in [1,4] including the above vertex- 
disjoint hoops problem. 
3. A theorem on posets 
The following is the formal definition of our ‘special’ poset. To understand this 
definition better, the reader may think of the elements of this poset as the hoops. 
Moreover, e, <e2 (or e, < e2 respectively) means that e, is below e2 (or respectively, e, 
is below e2 and these two hoops do not meet). Throughout this section, we will make 
the following assumptions: 
(1) (E, <) is a poset; 
(2) < is a binary relation on E such that: 
(2i) x+x for all XGE; 
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(2ii) x<y =s. xdy for all x,yeE; 
(2iii) xdy<z =E- x<z for all x,y,zeE. 
(3) CC: E+E is a bijection such that: 
(3i) x~y o ~(x)<%(y) for all x,yeE; 
(3ii) x<y o ~(x)<%(y) for all x,y~E; 
(3iii) for any x,y~E, there exists an integer n(x,y) such that x-Kc?(y) for all 
integers n B n(x, y); 
(3iv) for any infinite subset X of E, there exist x, YEX such that x = a”(y) for some 
integer n # 0. 
(4) El,..., E, are non-empty subsets of E and rc is a permutation of 
Z,={ l,..., m} of order p (that is, p is the smallest positive integer with rep’ ’ =TT) such 
that for every ie.Z,: 
(4i) {M(X): xEEi}=E,(i,; 
(4ii) for any x1, x2 EEi, there exists y EEi such that z < y < xi, x2 for every ZE E with 
z<x,,xz. 
(5) ,LL = pr,. , pk is a sequence of members of Z, with k > 0. 
(6) For n3 1 we define 
If we write pLn=ql,..., v,,k, then a ,u”-chain is defined to be a sequence e,, . . . . e,& of 
members of E such that ei < e2 < ... < enk 4 cc”(ei) and eiEE,,< for all i = 1,. . . , nk. 
A pi-chain is also called a pchain. 
With all the assumptions and definitions above, we may ask the following question: 
for a given p, when does there exist a ,u-chain? Before answering this question, we first 
present a few lemmas which will help us to understand our special poset. 
Lemma 1. -=C is a transitive relation. 
Proof. For any x, y, ZCE, x < y <z implies (by (2ii)) that x dy <z and hence (by (2iii)) 
implies that x <z. tl 
Lemma 2. Suppose X is an infinite subset of E. Then there exists eEE such that 
X(e)= { xeX: x =cc”(e)for some integer n} is injnite. 
Proof. We define x z y if x = c?(y) for some integer n. Then it is clear that N is an 
equivalence relation on X. From (3iv) we deduce that X has only finitely many 
equivalence classes. Therefore at least one of these equivalence classes, say X’, is 
infinite. From the definition of N we conclude that X’=X(e) for some eEE and this 
e satisfies the requirement. 0 
Lemma 3. Ifcc”‘(x)<P(x) and CI”‘(X)#~P*(X), then nl<nz. 
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Proof. ~?~(x),<a”~(x) implies (by (3i)) that CX”-“~ (x)<x and hence implies (by (3i) 
again) that c~~(*~-“*)(x)~c~~~-~~(x), a3 n1-nz)(~)~~2(n1-“2)(~),... and so on. Therefore 
a”“‘-“2’(x)6x for all t= 1,2,... because of (1). By applying (3iii) to x and x, we get an 
integer n,>O such that x<c?(x) for all n>n,. Now we claim that n, -n2 60. For if 
n, -n2 >O, then n,(nI -n2)2n, and hence c(“~(~~-“~)(x)<x M”~(“~-“~)(x), contradic- 
ting (2i) or (2iii). Finally we deduce n1 <n2 from n, # nZ which is implied by 
a”~(x)#P(x). q 
Lemma 4. For any ieZ, and any x1,..., xn~Ei, there exists yEEi such that 
Z-cY<Xl,..., x,for every zeE with z<x~,...,x,. 
Proof. We proceed this by induction on n. The case when n = 1 is clear because we can 
take y = x 1. Suppose the result holds for n - 1. Then for any x 1,. . . , x,EEi, there exists 
y,EEi such that z<yI,<x2,...,x, for every zeE with z<x~,...,x,,. Apply (4ii) to 
xl,yI and let yGEi be chosen as in (4ii). Then y<xr,y, implies that y~x~,...,x, 
because of (1). Let ZEE with z-~xr,..., x,. From the choice of y, we deduce that 
z<xI,y, and hence z<y by the choice of y. 0 
Lemma 5. If there exists a @‘-chain for some integer n > 1, then there exists a p-chain. 
Proof. Let e, < e2 < < enk be a p”-chain. For 1~ i d k, we define 
Fi={Cj(ejk+i):j=O,l,...,n-1). 
Let p”=?/l,...,q”k. SinCe ?/jk+i=nj(pi)r we deduce that ejk+iEE,j(,l) and hence by (4i) 
we have 6j(ejk+i)El!?,,, for allj=O,l,..., n-l, i=l,2 ,..., k. Therefore FiEE,,forall 
i=l , . . . , k. Apply Lemma 4 to all the members in Fi and 1etJE E,, (1~ i < k) be chosen 
as in Lemma 4. We shall show in the following that fi,. , fk is a p-chain. 
(l)fi<J+, for all i=l,...,k-1. 
From Lemma 4 we deduce that f; <f for all f~Fi. But for every f’EFi+ 1, there 
exists fGFi with f<f’, and SO_&+-' for allf’EFi+r. Therefore it follows from the 
definition offi+ 1 that f; <A+ 1 as required. 
(2) fk<%(fi). 
Let enk+r = a”(e,). Then for everyj=O,l,..., n-l, 
fk~c(-j(ejk+k)~cI_j(ejk+k+1) 
Consequently, z - ’ (fk) 4f for all feF,. Thus by the definition of fi , we have 
c! - ’ (fk) <fi and hence fk < a(fr ) as required. 0 
Lemma 6. For1di~mandeueryx~E,letEi(x)={y~Ei:x~y}.Then(Ei(x), <)has 
a unique minimal element (which we denote by Si(x)). 
Proof. We first claim that E,(x) # 8. Since Ei # 0 (by (4)), there exists ye Ei. From (3iii) 
we deduce that there exists an integer n such that x < cP’( y). Therefore, cP( y)~ EnnpCil 
by (4i) and hence cP(y)~E~(x). 
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We next show that (Ei(x), <) has a minimal element. For suppose not. Then we 
deduce from (1) that there exists an infinite sequence . .. <x2 <x1 of distinct members 
of E,(x). From Lemma 2 we may choose this sequence so that for some x~EE, 
Xj=~“(Xg) for all j-1,2,... It follows from Lemma 3 that IZ~ > n2 > ... . By applying 
(3iii) to x and x0, we conclude that there exists an integer no such that x0 < P(x) for all 
n 3 no. Choose j big enough so that - nj > no. Then x0 < M -“J(X) which implies that 
CI”~(X~) < x and thus Xj < X, contradicting xjE-Ei(x). 
Finally we show that the minimal element is unique. For suppose y, and y, are two 
such elements. Then apply (4ii) to these two elements and let BEEP be determined as in 
(4ii). It follows from x < y, ,y2 (since 4’1 ,yz~Ei(x)) that X-K y and thus yEEi(x). 
Therefore y<y,,y,, and so y,=y=y, from the minimality of y,,y,. 0 
Lemma 7. For 1 <i<m andfor every xEE, cC(Si(X))=S,,ij(U(X)). 
Proof. This is clear from (3i), (3ii) and (4i). 0 
Let q= q 1, Y/~, . , q,, be a sequence of integers with 1~ ri < m. We define for every 
xeE: S,(X)=S,~(S~,_, . ..(S.,(x))...). 
Now we are ready for our main result. 
Theorem 1. Let p be a sequence of integers with 1 <p;<m. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) There exists a pchain; 
(ii) For all xeE and all n> 1, ~l(“~‘)~(x) 6 SflnP(x); 
(iii) For all XEE and all n, t2 1, c~(“+‘)~(x)#S~~~(x). 
Proof. (i) j (ii): Let XEE and let n 3 1. Suppose ei,. . . , ek is a p-chain. Then by (2ii), 
(3i), (3iii) and the fact that k >O, there exist integers i and j such that 
~jp-l(ek)<x~?ip-l(e~). 
Choose i minimal with this property (such an i exists since i< j by Lemma 3). Let 
$‘P= vi,. . , qnpk. Then it is easy to show inductively that 
S q,.. ,4jr+,(a-1(Q)) <aj(ei) for allj=O, l,..., np- 1, i= l,..., k. 
Therefore by Lemma 7 
SPn,(X)<Spnp(Clip-l (ek))=~iP(SP~p(a-l(ek)))<@+n)P-l(ek). 
We now want to show that CZ(~+‘)~(X) 4 SUu”P(x). For suppose not. Then 
~~(“+~)~(x)~S~“~(x)~a(~+~)~-‘(e~) 
and thus x<cr(i-‘)P-l(ek), contradicting the minimality of i. 
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(ii) 3 (iii): For suppose not. Then there exist xeE and n, t2 1 such that 
~((“+“~(x)=S,,~(x). Clearly t>l. Let s>l be an integer such that xdaP4(x) for all 
integers q>s- 1 (the existence of this s is guaranteed by (3iii)). Then 
CI(1-“SP(Slr.Sp(X))=Spnsp(CI(1-f’SP(X))~Spn.p(X). 
Notice that 
and inductively M (n+t)sp(~) = S,,.,(x). Therefore 
~(~“+““(X)~~(“+l’~~(X)=~(l-f’~~(~(~+~’~~(X))=~(1--‘~~(Sp”sp(X))~SSS”SP(X) 
contradicting (ii). 
(iii) = (i): Take xeE. Define Xi=S,~,(x) for all ial. Then from Lemma 2 we 
deduce that there exist X~EE and an infinite set I of positive integers such that for 
every iel, there exists an integer ni with Xi=Cl”‘(xg). It follows from Lemma 3 that 
ni<nj if i, je1 and i<j. Choose i, jE1 with i<j and ni=nj (modp). Let I=j-i and let 
n = (nj - ni)/p. Then n, 13 1 and 
~“P(x~)=~~~-“~ (Cln’(Xg))=CXnj(Xg)=Xj=S~jjp(X)=S~(J~’)P (S,lP(X))=S,lP(Xi) 
It follows from (iii) that nd 1. Let pnp=vl, . . . . q,pk and let et=&,,. ,q,(Xi) for all 
t=l , . . . , npk. Then we claim that e 1 , . . . , enpk is a pnP-chain. Clearly e 1 < . . . < e,,pk, so we 
only need to show that enpk < xnp(el). This is also clear because 
Thus we are done by Lemma 5. Cl 
4. The result on the Klein bottle 
We now turn back to the vertex-disjoint hoops problem defined in Section 2. Let 
c( : C’+C’ be the homeomorphism with X(X, y, z) = (- x, y, z + 1). We define E to be the 
set of hoops C of G’ such that C does not meet x(C). For any C, C’EE, we define 
Cd C’ if C is below C’ (note that C may meet C’); we define C < C’ if Cd C’ and 
C does not meet C’. Let El, E, be the subsets of E with p(C)= 1 and - 1 respectively, 
and let ?I be the permutation on { 1, - l} with z(l)= - 1 (therefore p=2). Then it is 
easy to check that the assumptions in Section 3 are satisfied. 
To get a result similar to that given in [4] we need a few more definitions. We first 
orient C’ so that u crosses cp from left to right, where 
and 
9(x) = (cos 7cx, sin 7cx, 5) 
cp(x)=(Q 1,+x) 
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for XE[O, 11. We say a curve 4 is sensible for G’ if 4 meets G’ only finitely many times, 
and the containment $(x)Ee\V(G’) ( means 4(x) is in the curve e but 4(x) is not an 
end point of e) for some xEdom($) and eeE(G’) always implies that 4 crosses e at 
4(x). For every xe[O, l] with 4(x) in the digraph G’, we define A(x)= 1 if 4 crosses 
e from right to left at 4(x), A(x)= - 1 if from left to right, and A(x)=0 if 4(x) is 
a vertex of G. Let A=A(xl),...,A(x,), where O<x,< ... <x,< 1, be all the points 
XE[0, 1) such that b(x) in G. We call % the trace of 4. Now for any sequence ;C of O’s 
and + l’s, we say A dominates A’ if A’ can be obtained from i by omitting some terms 
and changing each 0 to 1 or - 1. If A is a set of sequences of + l’s, we say II dominates 
A’ if A dominates at least one member of A’. Let ,u =pr,. . . , pk be a sequence of _+ 1’s. We 
define p* to be the infinite sequence 
where qji=(- l)‘-1 hi for j= 1,2,... and i= 1, . . . . k. For any positive integer n, we 
define (p)” to be the set of consecutive subsequences of p* with nk terms. It is clear 
that (p) ’ = (p>. Finally we are ready to state the Klein bottle result. 
Theorem 2. With C’, G’ and p=,ul ,..., uk as above, there exists a collection of vertex- 
disjoint hoops Cl,. . . , Ck,C~+1ofG’withsignatureuI,...,uk,-,ttIandwithC;+1 below 
LY(C,) tfand only iffor every positive integer n andfor every sensible curve 4 in Z’ with 
@(O)EV(G’) and 4(1)=~“(4(0)), the trace of 4 dominates (p)“. 
To prove this theorem, we need a lemma which is derived from the following lemma 
in [4]. For any digraph H drawn on C’, we call a hoop of H positive if it is homotopic 
to 0 in 1’. 
Lemma 8. Let H be a digraph (possibly infinite) drawn on C’. Let X s V(H), such that 
therearepositive hoops CI,C2 ofH with V(C,)sX, V(C,)nX=@and C1 is below Cz. 
Suppose the bounded component of C’\(C,uC,) contains onlyfinitely many vertices and 
edges of H. Then there is a positive hoop C of H with V(C)nX=@, such thatfor every 
VE V(C) there is a sensible curve 4 with VEX, 4(l)= v and with trace all - 1’s. 
Lemma 9. Let Co be a hoop of G’ and let i = 1 or 2. Suppose D = Si( C,). Then for every 
vertex VE V(D), there is a sensible curve with +(O)E V(C,), 4(l)=v and with trace all 
(- 1)“s. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that i= 1. Let X be the set of 
vertices below C,, (including the vertices in C,). Since E, #8 (e.g. DEEP), we may take 
C’EE,. Then it is clear that for n big enough C1 = CI-~~(C’) and C, = a*“(C’) satisfy the 
requirements in Lemma 8. Let C be the hoop determined as in the Lemma 8. Now it is 
enough to show that C = D. From the choice of C we deduce that C is below D, namely 
Cd D. Thus we conclude C = D from the definition of D. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 2. (Only ij) Suppose n, 4 are as given in the theorem and suppose 
c 1,. . . , Ck, C;, 1 is a collection of hoops as described in the theorem. For every integer 
s and every positive integer t < k we define Csk + f = cP( C,). Clearly there are integers s, t 
such that 4(O) is below Csk+t but not below Csk+r_l. Therefore 4(l) is below 
Ccn+sJk+t but not below Ccn+sjk+r-l. It is clear that q5 meets all the hoops 
c sk+f,..., C (n+s)k+t_I. By looking at the first intersection of 4 with each Ci 
(sk+tdib(n+s)k+t-1) we deduce that the trace of 4 dominates 
((-lY#&),..., (( - l)“fs~u,_l) and hence dominate (,u)“. 
(If) Clearly a collection of hoops as described in Theorem 2 is actually a p-chain 
except the last term. Therefore if the result does not hold, then there exist a hoop 
C and integers IZ, t 2 1 with a2”+2t(C)=Sp2”(C). Since 
a4n+4t(~)=u2n+2t 
(qLdC)) = SpdC), 
we may assume that t 32. Let us denote D=u~“+~‘(C). From Lemma 9 we deduce 
that for every UE V(D), there exist a sensible curve 6” with ~,(O)E V(C) and 4”(l)= v, 
such that the trace of 4” does not dominate p2’+‘. Let H be the graph defined on 
V(C)u V(D) with edge set 
Then H is a bipartite graph with (E(H)\ 3 ( V(H)(. It follows that H contains an even 
circuit. Let ul,ul ,..., u,, u, be such a circuit with &(O) = Ui (1 <i <s). Let 4 be the 
curve obtained from 
4 “1) C12n+2’(4”z),...,tl(s-1)(*n+2t)(4”,) 
by concatenation. This is a sensible curve from u1 to c?(~“+~~)(u~). Since for 1~ i,<s 
the trace of 4”, does not dominate p 2nf2, it follows that the trace of 4 does not 
dominate p ‘(“‘+‘). This is a contradiction because all the members of (P)~(~“+~~) 
dominate ps@n+2t)-2 which clearly dominates ,u’(~“+~) since t 3 2. 0 
We now want to restate Theorem 2 as a theorem on the Klein bottle. We first define 
the winding number w( 4) of a closed curve 4 in Z as follows. Suppose 4 crosses 8 from 
above to below n, times and from below to above n2 times. Then w(4) = n2 -n, . Next 
if 4 is a closed curve in C sensible for G, we may fix a normal vector y(O) at 4(O) 
arbitrarily and define y(z) to be a normal vector at 4(z) such that y(z) is continuous 
over S. With respect to y, the trace of 4 can be defined in the natural way. Then clearly 
the following theorem is another way to state Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2’. With C, G as above, let p be a sequence of + 1’s. There exists a set of 
vertex-disjoint hoops with signature (p) if and only lffor every sensible closed curve 
4 with winding number n > 0, and for every choice of y, the trace of 4 dominates ( p)“. 
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5. Applications 
It is not difficult to see that the following problems fit in our framework. Thus we 
can answer the following questions by using Theorem 1. We describe these problems 
here but we will not state the theorems and will not go through the proofs either, 
because they are almost identical to (and actually are easier than) the discussion in 
Sections 2 and 4. 
Problem 5.1. Let C be a cylinder with two boundary components C, and C2. Let 
G be a digraph drawn on C. A directed path P of G is called a rung if P has one end in 
C, and the other in C2. We define p(P)= 1 if P goes from Ci to Cz and p(P)= - 1 
otherwise. Suppose ( pl,. . . , pk) is a circular sequence of + l’s, then we may ask, when 
do there exist vertex-disjoint rungs PI, . . . . Pk (we assume that they are cyclically 
ordered in the natural way), such that ,u(P1)=p,,...,p(PL)=pk? 
Problem 5.2. Let C be a torus and let G be a digraph drawn on C. Suppose 0 is 
a closed curve in C such that X\0 is a cylinder. Then we call a directed circuit C of 
G a hoop if C-B or 8-i (where e-‘(z)=e(z-I)). Let G1,...,G, be subgraphs of G. 
Then for any given circular sequence ( pl, . . ., pk) with entries f 1, . . . . fm, we may 
ask, when do there exist vertex-disjoint hoops C, , . . . , Ck such that for every FEZ,, CL is 
a circuit of Gl,i, and Ci-ePiilrzl (again we assume that C1, . . . . Ck are cyclically 
ordered in the natural way)? 
Problem 5.3. Let C be a cylinder with two boundary components C1 and C2. Let 
G be a graph drawn on C and let k be a positive integer. Our question is: when do there 
exist vertex-disjoint paths PI,. . . , Pk of G such that (i) Pi has one end in C1 and the 
other in Cz (ldidk); and(ii) (V(Pl)u~~~uV(P,),E(P,)u~~~uE(P,))isaninduced 
subgraph of G? 
The first two problems were solved in [4] and the last one was solved in [2]. Finally 
we point out that all these problems are solvable in polynomial time by using the 
method in [4]. 
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